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Ioannis N. Grigoriadis & Evgeniia Shahin (Bilkent University) 

ioannis@bilkent.edu.tr & evgeniia.shahin@bilkent.edu.tr  

 

First native construction of the Gagauz identity: Mihail Ciachir’s History of the Gagauz 

 

Following the 1918 unification of Bessarabia with Romania, after years of Russian control and a short 

independence, the region lacked linguistic cohesion and a developed education system. The Gagauz 

minority was particularly separated from centers of knowledge due to linguistic differences, lack of 

well-connected education system and a very limited number of materials in Gagauz language written 

using different alphabets. In this context, an Orthodox priest of Gagauz origin Mihail Ciachir (Çakir) 

manifested a rare capacity of connecting the Gagauz people to the Romanian centers of knowledge 

due to his religious position respected by all changing authorities over the region, good education and 

knowledge of the Gagauz, Russian and Romanian languages. Such qualities enabled his spreading of 

knowledge about Gagauz people to both Romanian and Gagauz audiences through his works on 

Gagauz peoples’ origins and characteristics written separately in the Romanian and Gagauz languages 

and including foreign historical accounts and his original fieldwork conducted in Gagauz villages.  

This paper aims to explore Ciachir’s two main works and show that they not only represent a first 

attempt to construct both external and internal identities of Gagauz people but also to transfer local 

knowledge about the people to Romanian center and Western historical knowledge to Gagauz local 

population. Besides providing a first English-language work on the role of Ciachir in the transfer of 

knowledge in inter-war period in the Romanian Kingdom, this paper contributes to the literature on 

identity formation proposing that while some national/ethnic identities integrate their external 

definitions, the first native attempts to construct Gagauz identity were partly based on rejection of 

such external definitions. 
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Mihail Pokas (Odessa I.I. Mechnikov National University) 

mike-pokas@yandex.ru 

 

The evolution of the political and legal system of Turkey in the late 19th – early 21st 

centuries: Movement in a circle or in a spiral? 

 

From the moment the Ottoman state was formed until 1808, it was characterized by the undivided 

rule of Muslim law. At the same time, a system of absolute monarchy was being built in the state. In 

the 19th – early 20th centuries there were attempts to reform Muslim law on a European pattern. The 

collapse of the Ottoman Empire and the creation of the Turkish Republic led to the complete 

westernization of Turkish law. After the Kemalist revolution, Turkey decided to completely de-Islamize 

the existing legal system. The absolute monarchy was liquidated, a parliamentary republic was 

established. Already at the beginning of the 21st century, after the next victory of the Justice and 

Development Party in the elections in 2011, legislative reform began taking into account Muslim 

traditions. A republic in Turkey is evolving in the direction of the presidential one with ever-increasing 

powers of the president. Thus, Turkey has gone a full circle from reforming Islamic law on a European 

model to reintroducing certain elements of Islamic law into its legal system. Also in the field of public 

administration, the transition from a parliamentary form of government to a presidential one is 

gradually taking place. 
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Yuliya Tarasiuk (Odessa I.I. Mechnikov National University) 

juliva@ukr.net 

 

Intercultural and political ties between Gagauz people in the BSR after World War I 

 

The Gagauz are a Turkic people in the Black Sea Region, now living mostly in southern Moldova, 

southwestern Ukraine, northeastern Bulgaria, Romania, Georgia, and Greece. The Gagauz are Eastern 

Orthodox Christians. In Moldova, they live geographically in Gagauzia, Taraclia District, Basarabeasca 

District, in Ukraine – in Budjak. The ethnonym of the Gagauz according to the Encyclopedia of World 

Cultures is “Turkish” and “Turkish speaking Bulgars”. The Gagauz language is a Turkic language spoken 

by the Gagauz people of Moldova, Ukraine, Russia, and Turkey. It is also the official language of the 

Autonomous Region of Gagauzia in Moldova. It belongs to the Oghuz branch of the Turkic languages. 

The Gagauz language is particularly close to the Balkan Turkish dialects spoken in Greece, northeastern 

Bulgaria. Between 1820 and 1846, coming from Balkans, Gagauz settled in Bessarabia along with 

Bessarabian Bulgarians. The Russian Empire allocated land to the Gagauz and gave them financial 

incentives. Until World War I, the Gagauz lived under the rule of the Russian Empire and even tried to 

proclaim independence of the Komrat Republic in 1906. During the period between World War I and 

World War II, Gagauz people settlements were divided between the Soviet Union, Romania, and 

Bulgaria. I aim to discuss political, national, cultural ties between Gagauz in this difficult period as well 

as the growth of Gagauz nationalism despite of the territorial division and pressure of Soviet socialism 

reforms. 
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Maria Mateoniu (Nicolae Iorga Institute of History, Bucharest) 

mariamateoniu@gmail.com 

 

“The ‘ethnographic’ museums in Romania in the first half of the 20th century.  

From the founding moments to collection and exhibition programs” 

 

The present communication refers to the way in which the most important "ethnographic" museums 

in Romania appeared and evolved in the first half of the 20th century, always in relation to the cultural 

and political environment, with some currents of thought of Western origin, to which the founders of 

these museums have joined. It is the period of maximum affirmation of the national values, which will 

also be reflected in the functioning of art museums and folk culture, in the procedures of object 

selection and organization and exhibition of collections. However, beyond the tendency of 

centralization, and homogenization of museographic programs, dictated primarily by the need for a 

strong national state, the diversity of creative initiatives is noticed, belonging to persons strongly 

anchored in the cultural and political environment of the time, prepared for the most prestigious 

institutions in Western Europe. The generic term "ethnographic museum" in fact designates a relative 

variety of ways to perceive the museum as an institution for the valorization and salvation of traditional 

peasant civilization. 
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Milena Angelova (SWU Blagoevgrad) 

mangelova74@yahoo.com 

 

‘Model village program’, agrarian sociologists and transformation of the peasantry in 

Bulgaria. International patterns and national specifics (1920s–1940s) 

 

The paper examines the role of the agrarian sociology in producing visions of rural transformation in 

interwar Bulgaria, focusing on the Agricultural Economics Research Institute, private charitable 

foundations such as Rockefeller foundation, Near East Foundation and the inter-governmental League 

of Nations sought to address the problems of the countryside on a global scale, circumscribing the 

rural as a site of political intervention characterised by specific problems and needs. The agrarian 

policies found paths of further development in the professionalization of both agrarian economy and 

social intervention into rural life. I illustrate the two axes by approaching Bulgaria’s national program 

of the village modernization known as the “model village”. Although the program took place between 

1937 and 1944, its basic ideas date back to the beginning of the 1920s. One group of villages sampled 

on a national scale was chosen to apply measures of improvement regarding hygiene, public health, 

the appearance of households and to establish farming schools. I emphasize the sources of inspirations 

for this Program, the United States and Germany, as well as the connections with the experts of nearer 

countries such as Italy, Czechoslovakia, Romania and others, which had already started similar 

programs. 

Since the mid-1930s, as a result of the first major “agricultural and sociological” studies, there has 

already been some clarity on the specific parameters of the living conditions of the rural population in 

Bulgaria. In the second half of the 1920s, a group of young agronomists, working with prof. Yanaki 

Mollov, initiated the beginning of the Agrarian Sociology in Bulgaria. It became institutionalized with 

the opening of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute in 1935. In this Institute, just as in the 

Ministry of Agriculture and State Property, “a department for studying the living conditions in the 

village” was formed. The team working there began conducting the “agricultural and sociological 

research”. In the next few years, experts were trying to determine the surroundings in which the rural 

population lived – housing, distribution, hygiene, problems related to the nutrition of the rural 

population, etc. 
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Emin Dadashov (National Museum of History of Azerbaijan) 

emin_dadashov@hotmail.com 

 

The importance of education in Europe for increasing the intellectual potential of 

Azerbaijan in 1918–1920 

 

Regardless of socio-political and socio-economic structures in the study period, knowledge was 

perceived as a source of necessity and development of all societies. Possessing a rich cultural heritage, 

the Azerbaijani people, using the achievements of world culture, developed them in accordance with 

their own traditions and customs. After Azerbaijan became part of the Russian Empire, Azerbaijani-

Russian schools were organized by the efforts of Azerbaijani enlighteners. Such elementary schools 

were opened in the 1830s in Ganja, Baku, Shusha, Nukha, Shamakhi, and Nakhichevan. A special place 

in the history of enlightenment belonged to the outstanding enlightener of the Azerbaijani 

bourgeoisie: H.Z. Tagiyev. An especially important achievement of H. Z. Tagiyev is the school he 

founded for Muslim girls (1901). At the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries, science and 

literature developed in Azerbaijan, the first reading room of the public library was organized (1864), 

the first national theater appeared (1873), newspapers were published in the national language (1875), 

the building of the theater was built (1883), the premiere of the first opera in the ‘East’ (1908) was 

held. 

At the expense of representatives of the national bourgeoisie, in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, 

talented Azerbaijani youngsters were sent to study at leading universities and institutes of higher 

education institutions in Europe, Russia, Turkey and other countries. It should be emphasized that 

specialists trained abroad at that time have given an invaluable contribution to the development of 

science, culture, medicine and other fields in Azerbaijan. 

On 28 May 1918, the Azerbaijan Democratic Republic was proclaimed and entered history as the first 

secular, democratic state in the Islamic East. The accomplishments in the field of formation of 

democratic state, economy, culture, education, organization of army and other areas achieved by the 

Azerbaijan Democratic Republic, which existed in strained and complicated socio-political situation, is 

a glorious page in the history of the Azerbaijani people. The education policy of the Democratic 

Republic of Azerbaijan aimed to eliminate illiteracy in Azerbaijan, to create a network of secular schools 

as in Europe and to bring up national cadres with having secondary and high school education. The 

systematic basis of international relations in the history of our education was laid out by the movement 
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of Azerbaijani people go abroad for education, and for the first time in the period of the Azerbaijan 

Democratic Republic, the experience of sending Azerbaijani students to study at state expense was 

used. 

Some of the initiatives for the education of the Azerbaijani students abroad have been made by the 

states that recognize the Republic of Azerbaijan, especially the Ottoman Empire. The Consulate of the 

Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan in Istanbul assisted Azerbaijani students not only studying in Turkey 

but also directed them to the leading educational institutions in Europe. In 1919, the Parliament of the 

Democratic Republic of Azerbaijan made a decision to send 100 Azerbaijani youth to study abroad, and 

their travel expenses and scholarships were determined. 52 students were sent to Germany, 25 to 

France, 3 to Italy, 1 to England, 9 to Turkey and to other countries. The research considers the first 

steps, stages of integration into European education in 1918–20, and the results of the reforms aimed 

to direct the acquired knowledge exchange to increase the country's intellectual potential. 
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Evelina Kelbecheva (American University in Bulgaria) 

evelina@aubg.edu 

 

Together in the complex of the defeated countries.  

German cultural influence in interwar Bulgaria 

 

During the “short” 20th century, the historical events connect Germany and Bulgaria as allies during 

the two world wars. The defeat in the Great War generates a new synchronic political and socio-

cultural climate in both countries. The transmission of German culture in Bulgaria is successfully 

achieved firstly via personal academic training, and aesthetic reception of the recent trends in 

modernist arts. The most affluent ones are coming from German Expressionism in literature and 

theater, and the School of Bauhaus – in architecture. Later on, the creation of German High schools in 

Bulgaria in Sofia, Plovdiv, Varna, Rousse and Bourgas is a real success. Towards 1940 they educate 

around 30 000 pupils. As to university education, in 1940 in Germany there are 854 Bulgarian students 

– in 1943–44 their number amounts to 2,596. But this is not a one-way street -- Bulgarian history, 

language and literature are taught by all major Slavic scholars in Germany at the time. 

The majority of the most prominent Bulgarian university professors, artists, musicians, architects, 

trained in Germany, occupy also leading position in the state administration. Notorious examples are 

Professor Bogdan Filov, Prime Minister 1940–1944, Professor Spiridon Kazandzhiev, Head of the 

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and Arts, 1939–1944, etc. The German cultural presence in Bulgaria is 

both institutional and individual. The translations of all kind of literature, thousands of German 

Universities alumni, German High schools across the country, German-Bulgarian Association – all 

contribute for the gradual dominance of German culture as a major source of influence over Bulgarian 

intellectual and political elites towards the end of the Interwar period. It should be also noted that only 

an insignificant number of German educated intellectuals subscribe to Nazi ideas. 
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Markus Wien (American University in Bulgaria) 

mwien@aubg.edu 

 

Transfer of technology and ideology. The role of German know-how and the Nazi agrarian 

ideology in the Bulgarian model farm program 

 

When the model farm program “Obrastsovo Selo” was launched by the Bulgarian Agricultural Ministry 

in 1937, it already had a history of discussion and planning dating back to the early 20th century. By the 

late 1930s, the historical context and, therefore, the motivation to start the project had become 

significantly different from what they had been around the year 1900. Apart from the primary purpose 

of using model farms in order to familiarize the peasants with modern agricultural methods and 

technologies and, thus, to raise the productivity of the Bulgarian agriculture, the semi fascist 

monarchic-authoritarian regime tried to use “Obrastsovo Selo” to integrate the peasantry – at that 

time about eighty percent of the entire population – into what the regime’s concept of a consolidated 

national community was. This policy, which can be regarded as a nation building project, was highly 

inspired the agrarian “Blut und Boden” (blood and soil) ideology of the Nazi organization 

“Reichsnährstand” (RNS) as well as “Reichskuratorium für Technik in der Landwirtschaft” (RKTL) – the 

latter being less influenced by the Nazi world view. The impact these German concepts had on the 

Bulgarian agricultural policy is evident from travel reports written by high-ranking Bulgarian officials 

from the Ministry of Agriculture after long term visits to Germany. These documents show that the 

Bulgarians were particularly impressed by those elements of the RNS and RKTL concepts which pointed 

at the national indoctrination of the farmers and peasants. Apart from that, German model farms 

established in Bulgaria and supervised from 1942 onwards by German experts provided for German 

influence “on the spot”. 
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Mykola Shevchuk (Odessa I.I. Mechnikov National University) 

nikolay_shevchuk@ukr.net 

 

Training of pedagogical staff for the German schools in the Odessa region of Soviet Ukraine 

in the 1920–1930s 

 

According to the population census of 1926, 393,248 Germans lived in Soviet Ukraine (1.36 percent of 

the total population), 118,186 of whom were in the Odessa province. There were seven German 

national districts. German schools in Ukraine were experiencing difficulties: the difficult material 

condition of teachers, their resistance to the policy of Sovietization, the lack of teaching literature in 

German. In Odessa province, there were 170 German schools and 170 teachers. The former three 

higher education schools and gymnasiums were transformed into seven-class labor schools. Special 

courses were organized for teachers’ retraining (75 percent passed). Gradually, the number of German 

schools in Ukraine increased: 1925/1926 - 345 schools (22,050 students), 1926/1927 schools - 497 

(30,005 students). 80.7 percent of German children aged 8–14 were going to schools. In 1926, 1,200 

teachers worked in German schools, each year 130 teachers were in need, from 20 to 25 teachers were 

graduated. 

In 1924, the Institute for Public Education in Odessa opened the German sector for the preparation of 

national pedagogical staff, but lacked teachers with German language. Student-Germans constitute six 

percent of overall students (Ukrainians and Jews – 40 percent each, Russians – 13). Being unique in 

Ukraine, German Pedagogical Institute was opened on its basis in 1934. Under this Institute there were 

preparatory courses in Odessa, Gross-Liebenthal, and Khortytsia. In 1935, there were 520 students, 58 

teachers (14 professors, 28 associate professors, 16 assistants). Only 29 teachers were fluent in 

German. Scientific and pedagogical staff and academic progress of students were acute problems. 

Students were expelled for failures, concealment of their social origin (“class enemies”). In December 

1933, the persecution of twelve German teachers began. Professor R. - G.K. Mikvik and A.M. Shtrem 

were among main accused. Three were arrested and sentenced to five years in the camps as members 

of the counterrevolutionary German-fascist nationalist rebel organization and spies in favor of 

Germany. During the 1930s, only in Odessa alone, thirty educators became the victims of the punitive 

system, thirteen among them were shot, the rest were imprisoned and expelled for three to ten years. 
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Kristina Popova (SWU Blagoevgrad) 

chadoblg@yahoo.com 

 

The concept of the ‘two sciences’ in the Soviet science politics and its implementations 

 

The concept of the ‘Soviet science’ as a truly ‘proletarian science’ in opposite to the ‘bourgeois science’ 

was established in USSR in the end of the 1920s and became especially important in the end of 1940s. 

Its appearance was analysed by Dominique Lecourt in the 1970s in connection to the case of the 

struggle against genetics in USSR and the case of Lysenko. Loren R. Graham also pointed out that the 

political control over science and science theories still didn’t exist in the first post-revolutionary years. 

At that time Party leaders didn‘t plan to approve or support certain scientific views, even such 

possibility was denied by prominent party figures. Most of the researchers were trying to keep 

themselves away from the ideological and political discourses. But this relationship between the 

Communist party and science changed during the Stalin era especially by his intervention in the 

discussions about genetics. While Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels only touched the problem of the class 

nature of culture, this concept appeared in the beginning of the 20th century first formulated by 

Alexander Bogdanov (1873–1928). He also elaborated a concept for a proletarian university. The 

concept of the ‘proletarian science’ and the ‘proletarian culture’ was officially institutionalized in the 

1920s in in USSR. Glasko and Chesko pointed out the various factors for this process: the philosophy 

of Marxism, the central state control over science as well as the mythologization of the social role of 

science. Already at the end of the 1920s, the notion that the “peaceful coexistence [of the Soviet 

science] with the bourgeois science had come to its end, and the need that ‘the natural sciences had 

to be transformed on the basis of the materialist dialectics” became an official statement. Control 

mechanisms in the organization of science were introduced by the Communist party. The ‘Proletarian 

science’ was marked by references to political authority and to official philosophical views. The strong 

relationship with the social practice was also emphasized. 
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Alla Kondrasheva & Stavros Parastatov (Pyatigorsk State University) 

for-koalla@yandex.ru & stavroskmv@yandex.ru 

 

Soviet historical science in the face of totalitarianism (1917–1939) 

 

The relevance of the research is determined by the public and political demand for an objective 

coverage of the development of Soviet historical science under the dictates and censorship of the 

Stalinist regime. The radical changes in the system of international relations after the WWI contributed 

to a significant increase in international scientific cooperation. The League of Nations promoted the 

intensification of the exchange between nations in the field of scientific information and teaching 

methods. In connection with the concept of “pacification of the world”, European scientists paid great 

attention to the issues of educating young people, assigning a special role to the teaching of history. 

Soviet Russia, which is experiencing an acute need for world recognition, sought to establish overseas 

scientific and cultural contacts through public organizations (Friendship Societies, Society for Cultural 

Relations with Foreign Countries (1925)). However, since the beginning of the 1930s, they were 

curtailed. 

The Soviet authorities considered historical science as a field for the information struggle. In this 

regard, the Russian creative intelligentsia was persecuted as a “class alien element”. From 1918 to 

1936 in contrast to the pre-revolutionary, Marxist historical scientific and pedagogical centers were 

established. The defeat of the academic school went in parallel with the unprecedented intervention 

of the authorities in the school textbooks development. Soviet historians were instilled that 

“theoretically full-fledged Marxist works can only be written by an elected leader – Stalin.” 

At the beginning of the 1930s, the process of creating the concept of national history on the 

methodological foundations of Marxism was actively pursued. The basis of the philosophy of history 

was the theory of Marx and Engels on socio-economic formations. This concept, developed in the most 

general form on the European material, did not indicate a specific number of formations, which 

contributed to the start of historical discussions. The final result on them was summed up by the 

“History of the All-Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks): Short Course” (1938). As a result, the concept 

of five historical types of society was formulated. Hard ideological control promoted the spread of 

dogmatism and falsification in historical research, hampered the scientific initiative, promoted the 

advancement of careerists, prevented the consolidation and cooperation of scientists. The scientific 
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cooperation of the USSR between the two world wars is a very complex and controversial 

phenomenon, not yet fully comprehended by modern historians. 
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Marina Aroshidze (Batumi Shota Rustaveli University) 

marina.aroshidze@yahoo.com 

 

The fate of scientists and artists in the period of the red terror 

 

The world war is a terrible disaster in terms of its destructive power and the number of human victims, 

gradually involving more states in their attempts to "redraw the map of the world" in their favor. 

Whatever is the nature of the war (aggressive, defensive, local, large-scale, global, etc.), there are two 

parties engaged in conflict. Terror is much more terrible, because in this case there are no opposing 

sides: the “powers that be” methodically destroy “undesirable elements”. 

World War I ended in Russia with the February and October revolutions, in September 1918 one of the 

darkest pages of history begins - the red terror that was carried out by the Bolsheviks against political 

opponents, and, according to historian K. Alexandrov, purposeful preparation for it was being in force 

since 1902 when V. Ulyanov-Lenin wrote in the article “How to organize a competition” (5th edition of 

the Complete Works of Lenin, Vol.35, pp. 195–205): “Without in any way denying violence and terror, 

we demanded a slave to prepare for such forms of violence that would count on the direct participation 

of the masses and ensure this participation. ” It was precisely to mass terror that Lenin prepared the 

workers and peasants, explaining to them that it was necessary to get rid of "the sentimental illusions 

of the masters of the intellectuals ... and other slush." Formulating in the article the most important 

slogan: “No mercy to the enemies of the people, the enemies of socialism,” Lenin clearly listed the 

enemies, referring to them in addition to the rich, crooks, hooligans, and even intellectuals, calling 

those and others “siblings, children of capitalism”. Moreover, the main accusation against intellectuals 

sounded as follows: “This is ... the tendency to replace the matter with discussion, work with talking, 

the tendency to take everything and not bring it to the end... is one of the properties of “educated 

people”. Therefore, the author of the article proposes effective ways to “clean up the Russian land”: 

put someone in jail, put others to clean the toilets, or shoot every tenth person on the spot, or invent 

combinations of different means. 

Thus, the ideological inspirer of Bolshevism, who said after the death of his elder brother, who was 

executed for organizing the assassination attempt on Tsar Alexander III, “We will go the other way”, 

meant not the rejection of terror, but the transition from individual to mass terror. And the wave of 

red terror, starting in Russia, spread to other republics and did not stop with the death of its ideological 
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mastermind, but only acquired other forms. The Stalinist wave of the so-called “Great Terror” of 1937–

1938 acquires a special scope. 

In Georgia, the intelligentsia was cut down in the bud: writers, poets, scientists, public figures were 

sent to camps, shot, evicted by families, forced to write false denunciations. A very noteworthy 

example: The Patriarch of Georgia, Ilya II in one of his sermons forgave the Georgian poet Paolo Yashvili 

the sin of suicide because this act was explained by the fear of not enduring the torture of the 

executioners L. Beria and agreeing to sign innocent people, sentenced innocent people to death. 

It is interesting to follow the coverage of the fate of the Georgian intelligentsia and scholars in the 

dramatic period between the two world wars by different sources: not only how these events are 

reflected in Russian and Georgian Soviet and post-Soviet historiography, but also a view from the side 

which, in our opinion, is perfectly demonstrated by the British book by Donald Rayfield, published in 

2012, “Edge of Empires: A History of Georgia”, which presents historical chronicles and rare 

documentary evidence. 
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Manuchar Loria (Batumi Shota Rustaveli University) 

m.loria@bsma.edu.ge 

 

Ethno-cultural aspects of Soviet film making. The ideological 1930s 

 

After the Russo-Ottoman War of 1877–78 (between the Ottoman Empire and the Eastern Coalition led 

by the Russian Empire) the Ottomans ceded Ajara to the Russian Empire. During the Soviet Rule, an 

antireligious campaign was implemented. The antireligious policy was realized through forcible 

remove of purdah. In January 1929, Pemde Khozrevanidze removed and burned her purdah in public 

in the center of Khulo region. Obviously, it was the result of the Soviet brain washing, which naturally 

caused riot and numerous acts of civil disobedience.  

Georgian documentary film directing kept the shots of these processes. In 1929 Siko Dolidze produced 

the silent movie showing Muslim women wearing and then burning their purdahs during the visit of 

Soviet leader F. Makharadze. The process of forcible remove and burn of purdah had a considerable 

number of opponents and contradictors then supporters. The uprising and the acts of civil disorder 

were widely spread in many villages of Ajar Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (official name of the 

region during the Soviet regime): Gurta, Paksadzeebi, Dekanashvilebi. The mountainous Ajara fully 

supported the riot.  

We will also use deal with film “Jim Shvante” (Salt for Svaneti (mountaneous region of Georgia), made 

by prominent Georgian film director Mikheil Kalatozishvili in 1930. The film shows the views of the 

typical traditional towers of Svaneti, sheep shaving, wool fluffing, the process of making of famous 

traditional Svanetian felt caps, chokha (traditional national Georgian folk men's clothing), and sox, 

different pagan ritual, childbirth, funeral and mourning rituals and ceremonies and also poverty of 

people, who lived before Soviet rule. The film is finished with a typical Soviet brain washing approach 

– the old traditions and customs are useless and bad for people and a new Soviet ideology, lifestyle, 

values, ways of living and dressing shall become the main standard of living saving people from 

poverty. 
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Biljana Ristovska-Josifovska (INH Skopje) 

brjosifovska@yahoo.com 

 

Emerging of institutional structures in the interwar period as predecessors of the 

Macedonian academic system (The role of emigration communities in the exchange of 

knowledge) 

 

The article will be focused on the emerging of institutional structures of science in the interwar period, 

as predecessors of the Macedonian academic system. A special attention will be paid to the role of the 

Black Sea Region emigration in the exchange of knowledge and its impact within the first research and 

training facilities. After WWI, the territory of today’s Macedonian state remained within the Kingdom 

of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. As a result of the migration waves in the period 1919–1923 (some of 

them across the sea-roads where the defeated soldiers used to withdraw via Odessa to Turkey and 

beyond), there were many colonies of emigrants, especially in Skopje and Bitola. Although the name 

Russian Colony is in use for describing the immigrants after the WWI, the composition of the people 

was from all the territory of the Russian Empire and from different nationalities. 

Among the immigrants, we find people that originate from the Black Sea Region: Odessa, Jelisavetgrad 

in Kherson, Taganrog etc., with different occupation (officers, aristocrats, intellectuals, monahs, 

teachers, lawyers, engineers, doctors and various medical staff, but also craftsmen, workers, cookers, 

bakers etc.). The most important is that, in this interwar period, various institutions have been founded 

(for example, Faculty of Philosophy in Skopje, scientific journals (Glasnik Skopskog nauchnog drushtva 

/ Bulletin de Société Scientific de Skopje), scientific society, museums, archive etc., and exactly some of 

those emigrants became involved as professors, founders of education units, researchers etc. For 

example, P. M. Bicili, born in Odessa, was a historian, philosopher, a professor at the Novorosijskij 

University and the Odessa’s Women High Courses; S. M. Kuljbanin, born in Tbilisi, was a philologist, 

slavistics, paleograph, a professor at the Novorosijskij University and the University in Kharkov; N. 

Nezlobinski, originated from Pyatigorsk, was doctor and a founder the first Natural-Scientific Museum 

with a Macedonian flora and fauna collection etc. 
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Far away from home: The Russian colony in Skopje (1922–1938) 

 

It is considered that in the period between 1922 and 1923 on the territory of the Kingdom of Serbs, 

Croats and Slovenes there were about 44,000 subjects of the Russian Empire. In 1930, that number 

decreased to 30,000, and in 1950 this number dropped to 8,000–9,000. In the various parts of the 

mentioned kingdom (from 1929 – the Kingdom of Yugoslavia), the refugees organized themselves, 

creating their own colonies. By the end of February 1921, the number of these colonies was 215. The 

colonies were issuing documents, distributing aid, collecting charitable contributions, etc. By February 

1921, on the territory of the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, there were 215 colonies. The 

colonies had the character of humanitarian organizations aimed at “materially helping Russian 

refugees by means of mutual assistance, maintaining order and dignity among them, and also serving 

to create a closer connection between the members of the colonies and the government.” 

The influence of the migrants in the fields of science, education, economy, but also on the everyday 

life of the population was enormous. The so-called “Belogardeјci” (White Guard), as these migrants 

were called in the everyday speech of the population, managed to raise the level of knowledge in the 

educational and scientific institutions and established the foundations of some of the institutions that 

exist even today. 

The largest colony on the territory of today's Republic of North Macedonia, (from 1929 until 1941 

called Vardar Banovina), was the colony in Skopje. Officially, it was named “the Russian colony in 

Skopje”. The number of people in that colony was not constant and varied from 200 to 800 people. It 

was the largest colony in the Vardar Banovina, and the colony had members such as university 

professors, former generals in the imperial army, engineers etc.  

Based on archive documents, this text will analyze the structure and activity of this colony as an 

element that had an enormous impact on the scientific and economic development of Macedonia, 

even in the period after the Second World War. 
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Tracks of knowledge across time and along the Black Sea shores.  

The case of Basil Vatatzès’ History of Nadir Shah 

 

In 1939, the Romanian Institute of Byzantine Studies published an edited text of a manuscript originally 

authored by Vasilios Vatatzes, an Ottoman Greek merchant who had moved to Russia at the beginning 

of the 18th century and who had traveled in Central Asia (from 1727 to 1731), living in Persia, under 

Shah Nadir; for quite some time. The text was published by the famous Romanian Byzantinist N. Iorga, 

who had found the original manuscript in Romanian Moldavia’s Cotnari (Published as: Vatatzès, Basile. 

Persica: Histoire de Chah-Nadir. Ed. Nicolae Iorga. Bucarest: Institute Roumain d’Études Byzantines, 

1939). 

Vatatzes, born in 1694, was the sixth child of a Greek family that resided in Therapia (mod. Tarabya), 

near the northern outskirts of Constantinople. At the age of 14, as he states in another work of his 

(Voyages/Περιηγητικόν, ed. and published by Emile Legrande, in Nouveaux Melanges Orientaux 

(1886), pp. 185-295), he migrated to Russia (i.e. in 1708) in order to engage in trade. From then on, he 

commenced his commercial activities, which involved a lot of travelling in Eastern and Central Europe, 

and, also, Western and Central Asia. His experiences, observations and remarks were recorded by him 

in two works. The first one, already mentioned as the Voyages, was compiled in two phases, hence its 

two parts. Of these, the first one must be the earliest of all of Vatatzes’ writings. The second must have 

been compiled together or a little after Persica. The second MSS (Persica) was published in 1748 and 

so far, besides the MSS of Cotnari (currently in Bucharest), only the existence of another MSS of the 

same date is known to scholars, preserved in the Greek National Library (MS 1861). 

Vatatzes’ text of Persica, so far untranslated in any of the western European languages, due to its 

eccentric language, offers a history of the life of Shah Nadir from 1694 to 1747 and of his reign (1736–

1747) from the standpoint of a contemporary and an eyewitness of many events, while its edited 

publication in 1939 is a peculiar way of how knowledge recorded in 1748 by a Greek merchant 

randomly found its way in Romania and was published there in a modern edited form after almost two 

centuries. Obviously, Vatatzes was somehow associated with the 18th-century Greek Enlightenment of 

the Danubian principalities with links to the court of Greek Phanariot rulers. According to Venetis, this 

is probably where his manuscripts were sent or, at least, where they were reproduced en masse after 

his death. 
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Women’s Independent “Self” 

 

The purpose of our research is to study the phenomenon of women in the interwar period, the 

contribution of the first women-scholars on the leading positions of this period; to draw special 

attention to the place and role of these talented women in the difficult social reality. 

The biographical facts of the first Georgian and Russian educated women clearly demonstrate that all 

their successes were achieved under conditions that not only discouraged but also often hindered their 

career progression. They constantly had to prove the righteousness of their choice despite the fact 

that they were not always successful. 

Our focus is on the women’s activities that have shown and proved that they are ready “to fight the 

high and mighty of the world” for the “welfare of the country”. Among such women are the first female 

lecturer Kristine Sharashidze (known under pseudonym “Ch. Sh.”) - founder of the society for 

eliminating illiteracy, corresponding member of the Academy of Sciences of Georgia. She is among the 

five women who signed the Act of Independence in 1918 and changed the course of history; Nino 

Javakhishvili – first woman-professor in the field of anatomy; Chijavadze Elene – first woman 

microbiologist.  

The names of the first Russian women-historians are almost forgotten. Dobiash-Rojdesvensakia Olga 

Antonovna – the first woman-Doctor of General History, corresponding member of the Academy of 

Sciences of USSR;  S.I. Protasova - the first woman-professor  of Tomsk University, an excellent scholar 

and an extraordinary person; a well-known historian Alexandra Efimenko, nee Stavrovskaya and 

Ekaterina Nikolaevna Shchepkina – the first female historian who decided to write special studies on 

history of Russian women and women’s movement for equality. 
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Elimination of illiteracy among women in the Azerbaijan SSR in the 1920s and 30s as an 

integral part of Soviet emancipatory politics 

 

The presented article examines the state of women's education in Azerbaijan in the 1920s and 30s as 

part of the Soviet modernization strategy. First of all, a general description of the state of pre-

revolutionary female education is given. It is emphasized that by the beginning of the 1920s in 

Azerbaijan, literacy of the population barely reached 9.3%. And the percentage of illiteracy among 

Azerbaijanis was 96.7%, and according to some data, 99% did. 

The creation of the “Committee to combat illiteracy” in December 1923 with the SNK of the Azerbaijan 

SSR gave the activities in this area an orderly, planned character. In the cities and villages of the 

republic a wide network of points on the eradication of illiteracy and lack of literacy (likbez) was 

deployed. A great deal of work was also carried out by the voluntary society “Down with Illiteracy” 

created in 1924. Of exceptional importance in the preparation of Azerbaijani teachers was the creation 

in 1922 of the Azerbaijan Women's Pedagogical Institute, which trained up to 90 Azerbaijanis. 

The number of likbezs increased every year. Between 1921/22 and 1926/27, 102,370 people passed 

through the points of the likbez, of which Azerbaijanis were 65,607 people, of whom 3,666 were 

Azerbaijani. The rate of illiteracy eradication was low, however, given the weak material base, lack of 

personnel, general economic chaos, and a huge number of illiterate people, these first steps were of 

fundamental importance. Already by the end of 1931, 62,203 women were enrolled in the points of 

the eradication of illiteracy, and 21,223 women in the elevated groups. In the 1930s, in the Azerbaijan 

SSR, a total of 1.178,000 people were covered by various methods, courses and literacy schools. 

Literacy among Azerbaijani women from 1926 to 1939 increased from 3.1% to 54.7%. 

In the new Soviet school, the formation of a new man was taking place, oriented towards the benefits 

of science, education and technical progress. The article analyzes this process in detail in the context 

of the so-called early modernization practices of the Soviet authorities. Modernization reality of the 

1920s and 30s gave rise to a new type of Azerbaijani: military-sporting, strong-willed, technically 

oriented, responsive to the latest achievements of world practice. Measures for the development of 

women's education were linked to efforts aimed at the emancipation of women and their socially 

active life. In the article, these efforts are considered in the light of the formation of the new Azerbaijan 

sociocultural reality.  
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The movement for new education in the interwar period.  

Women’s access to science on the edge of different epochs and cultures 

 

In the present paper, I follow what the possibilities for education and access to science for Muslim girls 

in the tsarist Russia looked like at the beginning of the 20th century and the Soviet regime after 1920. 

On the basis of the published memoirs of Sara Ashurbejli – historian of Medieval Azerbaijan, painter 

and pedagogue – an analysis has been made of her difficult and complex professional and personal 

trajectory. She educated and worked in three époques – pre-revolutionary Azerbaijan, Soviet 

Azerbaijan, and independent Azerbaijan. An attempt has been made to analyse the relation between 

her female subjectivity, her religious identity and her research interests.  

Being of aristocratic origin her family identity was stigmatized as ‘enemy of people’ and her carrier was 

marked by many compromises, betrayals, firing from jobs about which she is reluctant to share in her 

autobiographical narrative. Her complex and fragmented identity is possibly the reason not to finish 

her memoirs which suddenly interrupt with the return of the family from Turkey to Soviet Azerbaijan 

in 1925. Her mother was not able to adapt to the new hostile atmosphere and died, her father was 

sentence to death in 1937 and her husband was sent for 10 years in worker’s camps. Despite the 

difficulties, she tried to adapt to the new regime and did not give up. Being well educated in German 

and French languages from childhood and graduated from the “Institution Sainte Jeanne d’Arc“ in 

Istanbul and the English Department of Pedagogical Institute of Baku, she applied and graduated 

Historical – Philological Department of the Faculty of Eastern Studies of Azerbaijan State University 

where she mustered Eastern languages (Arab and Persian) but for a long time she was not able to find 

appropriate job. Teaching foreign languages at several institutions she wrote her PhD theses which she 

defended in Leningrad Institute of Eastern Studies in 1949. In 1964 Sara Ashurbejli defended her 

doctoral thesis in Institute of History of Academy of Science of Georgia. An attempt has been made to 

analyse the relation between her biography, her female subjectivity and her scientific interests and 

ideas. The paper is based on her unfinished memoirs, her interviews, memories about her of her 

contemporaries and her scientific books. 
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The science of Azerbaijan in the period of the Great Terror 

 

The first years of Soviet power in Azerbaijan, as well as throughout the Soviet Union, can be 

characterized as a very controversial period. On the one hand, the fix idea of the Bolsheviks was 

universal education and the elimination of illiteracy, on the other hand they carried out reprisals 

against representatives of the intelligentsia who were carriers of this education, unprecedented in 

their cruelty. Their peak is considered the Stalinist repression of 1936–1938, characterized in 

historiography as the period of the “Great Terror” in the USSR. It is believed that the cause of the 

"Great Terror" was the murder in December 1934 in Leningrad of the first secretary of the Leningrad 

regional party committee, S.M. Kirov. However, the persecution of the so-called "class" principle began 

in the early 20s, when intellectuals - doctors, teachers, scientists on charges of insufficient loyalty of 

the new government or of bourgeois origin were arrested and exiled to the north or Siberia, where 

they survive it was virtually impossible. 

Hundreds of scientists and executives of the Azerbaijan branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences 

(AzFAN) founded in 1935 and universities were subjected to unreasonable harassment and slander, 

many of them were accused of “nationalism”, “Pan-Turkism”, “Pan-Islamism”, some of them were 

forced to leave abroad. Prominent scientists of the republic who became victims of repressions were 

declared traitors and “enemies of the people”, their merits were completely denied, their names were 

erased from people's memory, their contribution to science and fruitful activity was hushed up. 

The article explores the activities of not only Azerbaijani, but also prominent representatives of the 

Tatar intelligentsia, such as B. Choban-zade and G. Gubaidullin. Like many of their colleagues they were 

declared “bourgeois nationalists”, “national deviationists” and subjected to repression. 

After the publication of the article by the first secretary of the Communist Party of Azerbaijan, M.J. 

Bagirov, in 1937, in which he accused a number of scientists of treason, general arrests began, 

depriving scientific activity and, in some cases, the lives of many scientists who were the color of the 

nation. 
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Cultural changes in Georgia in the interwar period 

 

The first half of the 20th century Georgian culture embraced essential achievements of European 

modernist movements, contributing original works of art, literature, music and cinematography to the 

development of the Avant-garde thinking worldwide. The consecutive flow of the process was 

drastically interrupted by the forceful integration of Georgia into the Soviet regime. The interwar 

period, notorious with its repressions and demagogy, is powerfully reflected in the lives and works of 

the prominent artists and writers who experienced the horrors of the regime. The life and activities of 

Grigol Robakidze is a role model of an artist deprived of possibility to conduct fruitful activities on the 

native land and ending life in emigration. 

The research is dedicated to the study of the strong wave of Georgian painters and writers of the 1920–

40s who received education abroad, returned to Georgia to share their knowledge and experience but 

were forced to leave again due to the Soviet regime. The events are mainly centered round Grigol 

Robakidze’s literary and political activities and his contribution to the further development of the 

original Georgian thinking. 
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Manifestations of Socialist Realism in Soviet Armenian periodical press in the 1920s–30s 

 

Socialist Realism is the officially sanctioned theory and method of literary composition prevalent in the 

Soviet Union from 1932 to the mid-1980s. The main subject of Socialist Realism is a positive hero, who 

perseveres against all handicaps.  

The post-war period (1920–1930) of the rise of socialist realism in the Soviet Union suggested a new 

stage in the development of the Soviet-Armenian press: it was greatly manifested by the Soviet 

government's propaganda activities of the time. Not only local-political newspapers, but also industrial 

enterprises' newspapers with large circulation were encouraged, since they touched on everyday life 

of the Soviet citizens, focusing on educational propaganda. The publication of dozens of similar 

newspapers was in full harmony with the ideology of socialist realism, which rooted in the Soviet 

reality. It is also noteworthy that special attention was paid to periodicals published in the languages 

of national minorities. In other words, a common concept of realism was established in the Soviet 

Union. 

The Soviet-Armenian press from the very moment of its formation has become a powerful microphone 

of communist ideology. It became a very comprehensive source of Socialist Realism that transferred 

the multi-sided social image of its beneficiaries: social class heroes, engineers, scientists, writers, 

painters, sculptures etc. The Soviet-Armenian periodical press of 1920–30s is fully depicting the 

principles of socialist realism, i. e. popularity, ideology and lucidity in the fields of education, health, 

literature, art, sport etc. Many of the available publications present the achievements of a Soviet 

Armenian citizen, of a Soviet-Armenian worker in a variety of professional fields, pursuing the goal to 

constantly develop the personal value of people thanks to the ideology of socialist realism.  

The purpose of the report is to highlight the Armenian manifestations of socialist realism in 1920s and 

1930s through the pages of the Soviet periodical press organs (Communist, Soviet Armenia, etc.), to 

show its local peculiarities and connections between all-union mainstream ideology. 
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